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University of hawaii at hilo gpa

The levels at which colleges offer bachelor's majors are marked with the following letters: A = Associate Degree, B = Bachelor's degree, C = Certificate Degree, D = Doctorate, M = Master's degree in Agriculture &amp;amp; Related Sciences Agriculture, General B Area, Ethnic, Cultural, &amp; Gender Studies American Indian/Native
American Studies BJapanese Studies B Biological &amp; Biomedical Sciences Biology/Biological Sciences, General BMarine Biology and Biological Oceanography B Business, Management, Marketing, &amp; Related Support Accounting BBusiness Administration and Management, General B Communication, Journalism &amp;amp;
Related Programs Speech Communication and Rhetoric B Computer &amp; Information Sciences, Support Services Computer Science B Engineering, General B English Language, Literature &amp; Letters English Language and Literature, General B Foreign Language Marketing, &amp;amp; Related Support Accounting BBusiness
Administration, General B English, Literature &amp; Letters english and literature, General B Foreign Language, Literatures &amp;amp; Linguistics American/Native American Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics D MLinguistics B Health Professions &amp; Related Clinical Sciences Practice Nursing DPharmaceutical Sciences
DRegistered Nursing/Registered Nurse B History , General B Liberal Arts &amp; Sciences, Gen Studies &amp;amp; Humanities Liberal Arts and Sciences/Liberal Studies B Mathematics &amp; Statistics Mathematics, General B Multi &amp; Interdisciplinary Studies Natural Sciences B Natural Resources &amp; Conservation
Environmental Science B MEnvironmental Studies B Parks, Recreation &amp; Fitness Studies Exercise Science and Kinesiology B Philosophy &amp; Religious Studies Philosophy B Physical Sciences Astronomy BChemistry, General BGeology/Earth Science, General BPhysics, General B Psychology Consulting Psychology
MPsychology, General BPsychopharmacology M Public Administration &amp; Social Services Public Administration B Security &amp; Protective Services Criminal Justice/Security Studies B Social Sciences Anthropology BEconomics, General BGeography BInternational Relationships and Cases MPolitical Science and Government,
General BSociology B Visual &amp; Performing Arts Art/Art Studies, General BMusic, General B Skip on Content Admission Your Application Assessment is based on your high school secondary education record. We will review your course selection and performance in grades 9-12, as well as the trend of academic history and
standardized test results. Step 1: Prior to the application, the A. Review Admission Requirements Spring 2021 Admission 3.0 Academic GPA GPA below 3.0 is considered a rolling scale with ACT/SAT scores. The ACT/SAT score is required for consulting and deployment purposes. Official ACT or SAT score (if less 3.0 GPA) Official
secondary key 4 units English 3 units Math Algebra I, Geometry, &amp; Algebra II 3 units natural sciences physical sciences, biology, chemistry, physics, etc. 7 units colleges preparatory electorate social sciences, foreign languages, Additional Mathematics and Science Additional units and science is strongly recommended by science
majors. The fall of 2021 and spring 2022 Admissions these intermediate admission requirements were confirmed in response to the COVID-19 2.7 Cumulative GPA GPA below 2.7 considered on a sliding scale with ACT/SAT scores. For official ACT or SAT indicators (if less than 2.7 GPA), act/sat scores are required for consultation and
deployment. Official Secondary Transcript 4 Units English 3 Units Math Algebra I, Geometry, &amp; Algebra II 3 Units in Natural Sciences physical science, biology, chemistry, physics, etc. 7 units of college preparatory electives for Social Sciences, Foreign Languages, Additional Mathematics and Science additional units of mathematics
and science strongly recommended by science majors. B. Review Western Undergraduate Exchange (WUE) Right for residents of Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Oregon, Utah, Wyoming, Washington State, Commonwealth Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI), or
Guam. Step 2: Complete Application UH Hilo Freshman Application When you submit your application, you will be able to: Download/Print your application. Print a request for an official document to submit it to your adviser. Pay your $50 application fee (if you don't qualify for application fee cancellation). Official test points (if applicable)
shall be provided. Step 3: After the application A. Wait for the decision letter you will receive a decision letter by post. If your application is incomplete, you may contact the admissions consultant for further information. If you have questions or concerns, please contact the hosting office. B. Acceptance Follow the steps on this page if you
receive a acceptance letter: I'm accepted! © 2020, The University of Hawaii, Hilo, the Equal Opportunities/Affirmative Action Institution and the University of Hawaii System. Top This is a go-to-guide to getting to the University of Hawaii in Hilo. We recommend you to read it by the end of the year... Not only do we layout the exact GPA and
test scores you should strive for when logging UH at Hilo, but we also offer creative ways to help your application stand out from the pack. We breakdown UH at Hilo statistics better than any article out there and show you how they have changed over time. Also be sure to check out the University of Hawaii at Hilo on CampusReel to see
what it's really like here. If you're interesting to put UH at Hilo, read our referral guide. You can also use the calculator below to help determine your likelihood of making at UH at Hilo University in Hawaii, Hilo's average GPA is 3.49. The University of Hawaii at Hilo does require GPA. This average GPA at the University of Hawaii hilo is very
selective. Often times, schools in this range try to increase their selectivity and prestige. ca n't read minds at Hilo's application for readers, but they probably want to increase the average GPA from 3.49 to 3.66 this year – play safely, we recommend striving for a 3.66 GPA. * BEFORE CONTINUING, PLEASE NOTE: GPA and prestige do
not mean college is right for you. The University of Hawaii at Hilo may seem amazing on paper, but you can hate it... That's why 700,000 students transfer to colleges each year – they end up going to the wrong school. It's important to watch the video on CampusReel and make sure you can imagine yourself uh at Hilo's campus. These
UH at Hilo admission statistics are not enough to say what college or university is like. What is the University of Hawaii hilo adoption rate? Last year the University of Hawaii at Hilo's adoption rate was 71.25. However, check how the level of acceptance has changed over time. 2016 2017 2018 Adoption rate 69.0% 78.0% 71.25%As you
can see, the University of Hawaii is becoming increasingly difficult to get into. If this trend continues, it's likely that UH at Hilo will be even more competitive by the time you apply. The acceptance rate alone doesn't indicate your likelihood of getting into UH at Hilo – it's a very high level of understanding of true competition. Use the
acceptance level as a general guide to create a list of 10-15 schools that fall within different competitive ranges. Then use the following data to gain a deeper understanding of how your application will be compared to the rest of the pool. The University of Hawaii hilo requires that you either make a SAT or act. See the table below for how
the University of Hawaii at Hilo accepted students have performed both tests. You may be wondering how many test points you should submit. Usually don't freak out about taking the test too often. The industry consensus is that you can submit up to 6 tests as a reasonable limit. The University of Hawaii at hilo SAT Claims university in
Hawaii, Hilo's average SAT score is 965 – that's the amount of math and reading portions of the SAT (1,600 scale). Check out the table below for a deeper look at how students perform – it's also very interesting to look at the average test score over time. Over time, the trend helps provide insight into whether the University of Hawaii's Hilo
becomes more or less competitive. 25th Percentile 75th Percentile Average Math 440,540,490 Reading 420,530,475 2019 Total 860,1070,965 2018 Total - - - 2017 Total - - - University of Hawaii at Hilo's average SAT score of 965. To be a competitive bidder at the University of Hawaii at Hilo your SAT score would be close to average. If
you're closer to the 860, you'll probably have a harder time getting accepted. Consider the University of Hawaii at Hilo's Goal School (one that you might get to), you should strive to score at 1070. University of Hawaii Hilo ACT claims the University of Hawaii's Hilo average ACT score is 60. To be a competitive bidder for the University of
Hawaii hilo your ACT score would be close to average. If you're closer to 50, you'll probably have a harder time getting accepted. To consider the University of Hawaii at Hilo's goal school (one that you have a good chance of getting into), you should strive to score 70th in the 25th percentile of 75. Percentile Average Math 17 23 20
Reading 15 23 19 Writing 18 24 21 2019 Total 50 70 60 2018 Total - - - 2017 Total - - - University of Hawaii Hilo claims Now you know where you need to be to go to the University of Hilo from a grade and test perspective result. Let's look at what else you will need to provide your application to get a review, and then we'll move on to the
most important section: differentiating your app. Everything you read above will help you prepare for what you need to achieve in order to have a shot at UH at Hilo, but these steps will take you even further by applying this knowledge and differentiating your application. The main academic excellence that meets UH at Hilo admission
standards. The result is at least 965 for the SAT or 60 for the ACT. Maintain a GPA of at least 3.49. Join the Extracurriculars that align with UH at Hilo values. Join a school group, sports team, or other group activity. If the University of Hawaii at Hilo values music heavily, for example, then try to participate in the organization associated
with this topic. Volunteer in his hometown. Hilo has tons of ways to get involved outside of college alone. The University of Hawaii at Hilo wants applicants who are also good ambassadors for the school – they want students who will bring back to the local community and the wider Hilo area as a whole. Spend your summer doing
something that speaks to your values, personal growth, leadership qualities and other less quantitative qualities. UH at Hilo needs to see past your test scores and grades – they need to know that you will be a valuable and contributing member of your community. You have more than grades and test scores – your experience should
prove that. Prepare your application Write a stellar essay that shows the University of Hawaii hilo something they can't figure out from other parts of your application. For a detailed guide on writing the best college essay, check this out. Get the teacher to recs that speaks to your character. If you know what you're majoring in and include
that in your UH at Hilo app, try to have at least 1 recommendation from a teacher in the department. Apply early. Too many students have to wait until the last minute to submit their application, too much can go wrong in this precious time window. As many students apply on the last day, it is likely that UH at Hilo's own system crashes. Do
not risk the added stress it can cause - submit the app a few days earlier. Transfer to Arts Center College Design Transfer california college of arts transfer california state university maritime academy transfering to Concordia University-Irvine Transfer Cogswell College College
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